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Await the world eater exotic quest

Bungie Destiny 2 is a game full of secrets both big and small, but most we are most excited to see the focus around the exotic new raids. Although the weapon itself is unknown, you can actually acquire efforts for this gun before the raid actually takes place on September 13. This is a relatively simple effort to get, because you have to complete the search on
The Comms. However, triggering this mission seems random and will activate your entire fireteam. My squad got this search when we finished the Heroes Public Event at EDZ, so try to save them out if you don't unlock it. Once you really have it, go to your character's menu and hover over the Power Weapons section. You should note that curious objects
there that cannot be equipped and have 0/5 marked on it. To get World-Dying Awaiting, you need to get five communications relays from dead Cabal. However, they can't just do anything Cabal dies, because the mission will only count them if you are in Nessus. Go to the planet and start exploring the Tange and Citstern regions, however, you can always
carry out reverse Spire strikes given it's Focused Cabal. After you acquire all five, the exotic efforts of the raid will trigger and explain that you need to await the arrival of World-Eater. So far this is all we know about this effort, but it clearly has something to do with the new raider titled Leviathan. There has been a lot of speculation about what these raids can
be exactly, but our money is on Vex or Nest this time. If you manage to take the Snazzy Destiny Collector Edition 2 then you can see the teaser image for raid through one of the art prints. Be sure to check back with us once the raid runs alive so you know how to get this unknown exotic. Update 1 Bungie The weapon in question is a shotgun called Legend
of Acrius, which is probably one of the most powerful and unique weapons in the game. To get this weapon, you need to first get a detailed World-Eater search above, which will be instantly complete once you have the raid opened. From here you have to really finish the Leviathan raid on any difficulty in the character with this exotic effort attached. After you
have completed this, you will need to complete the Prestige Version of the Night Arms Agreement. This is set at 300 levels, so you'll want to make sure that your fireteam is close to the maximum level. The modifications to this strike are Prism and Anamoly, so make sure your fireteam has one of every sub-class elements equipped. Remember, an anomaly is
usually Well and some even hang from the map, so check all the cliffs you go through. The main area where the current bonus is located is the tank room, the lift room, and the first open engagement area where you drop the heat charge. Try to get to the boss with 6 to 7 minutes clock and use your Supers only when the type of element corresponds to it.
This should allow you to burn through the health of Cabal bosses quickly and allow you to finish the strike in no time. Once he falls, the player will be talented with the legendary Acrius shotgun. For more guides, tips and tricks to be sure to visit our Destiny 2 page. Destiny 2 has a lot of secrets and in this Awaits the world-Eater search guide, we will go on how
you can get this effort and complete it. You can get the Legend of Acrius's exotic weapon which is a very powerful shotgun. To complete this search, you need to complete the Leviathan Raiders as well, so make sure you have a fire team that knows how to complete the raid. You can get a search step by doing patrols on EDZ. I got it while I jumped on one of
the comm cabal systems. Efforts will fall into powerful weapons slots. To complete the search, you need to go to Nessus and restore communications ciphers from the Red Legion. Go to Nessus and kill the Enemies of Cabal until you've got all the necessary ciphers. The lost sector and adventure is great for getting all the ciphers you need. Once you have
done this, effort will be updated to Await World Dying Steps in Destiny 2. This is the point at which you need to complete the Leviathan Raiders. Once you have completed the Leviathan Raiders, you have to go to the tower and talk to the emperor's representatives in the tower and he will give you another effort that opens a special version of the Arms Treaty
strike. Once you have completed the strike, you will get the legendary exotic shotgun Acrius. Weapons can shoot one shot every magazine that does a lot of damage. Bullets over-penetrating the target as well. The downside is that the pistol is very slow to use. You can upgrade this weapon to make it better. You have to kill some enemies and Trostland at
EDZ is the best place to do so. Next, you need to get the seal. To do this, you need to run the Leviathan raid again. You'll get a seal to complete a different encounter in the raid. When you've upgraded the weapon, you get another round and wider radar detection that can be very useful. It's all for our Destiny 2 Awaits the World's Dying guide. If you are
interested in learning more about the game then you can check out our omission of the Golden Age Guide that tells you how you can get Sturm and Drang, two very special weapons in Destiny 2. Destiny 2 World-Eating is a mysterious effort you can take it as you begin to investigate the final game that led to unlocking the weapon legend Acrius Exotic. You
need a bit of luck to see it start, and part of unlocking it completes the Leviathan Invasion - so hope you have a team with you ready to help you along the way. Unlike the search for certain other Exotic weapons - such as the Mouse King or Mida Multi-Tool - started the World Eater World have a random level to it. First, you need to kill Cabal up to a drop of
item named On Comms. It seems that any Cabal will do, and although most people find it while in patrol activities, it can also fall in the Strike as well. Another possible requirement should solve the game story first, according to DeadKeybladeHero on the Destiny subreddit and video of this explanation by MisterBo: Once you have an On Comms item, you can
make a start on a World Nutrition quest. You can see this in your Power weapons slot, telling you to:'Back to Nessus and restore communication ciphers from the Red Legions' military (out of 5)To cover 'communications ciphers', you must kill Cabal, which will start dropping them randomly at a reasonable low drop rate. Any Cabal of any activity should give
you these items, but securely we get stuck to Nessus.Where is the Red Legion in Nessus? In the southwest of the Cistern area. Hang around and you can find them in the open, but if you're stuck, try the Lonely Lost Sector there, as well as invitations from emperor's Adventures to also learn some interesting backstory for raids and actors as possible. Once
you have all five, the effort will then be updated. Before the Leviathan raid unlocked, this was called awaiting the search move of the World-Eater, but now named World Destroyer. Complete the Raiders to complete it, which our Leviathan guide can help you. Flash and you miss, but World-Edible can be seen in one of the earliest cut games. There are many
things to do in Year 4! Learn about the new Exotics, including a post-campaign search for Grip Salvation, The Lament, Hawkmoon - which can be improved further with Harbinger's search - while your Statis abilities can be developed further by Being Born in Darkness. In the final game there are many other things to find and complete, including Augment
Triumphs and the location of the penguins. Elsewhere, you can work towards a new maximum destiny level 2 cap. There are a number of new areas and back in the game - here's how to track Perdition, Bunker E15 and Dissection Jump on Europa and Exodus Garden 2A and Veles Labyrinth on Kosmodrome - and a new collection to find in the form of
Entropic Shards. Looking ahead beyond this new expansion, we explain everything we know about sunset, Destiny 2 crossplay and transmog. Once you take the final boss of the Raiders, you will receive a new item, which gives you the final search step of the Arms Dealer:Complete Strike Search: Arms Dealer in EDZ. Unlike Strikes this allows you to choose
strikes from within the EDZ Patrol as part of the effort. It has a recommended Power level of 300, and comes with a time limit for making your life a little harder, but you can extend it by shooting blue Anomaly orbs that appear across the Strike, adding 30 seconds for your timer. You can watch playthrough strike, as well as subsequent steps, in this video by
An Unknown Player: Once you've done the Strike, it will update back to Bazar, which you've spoken to Benedict 99-40 who will give you a legend of Acrius's weapon. Huzzah! Even if you have a weapon, there is more still to be done. The search is updated to Cabal Killers, all of which must be done with your newly accepted Acrius gun legend. Objective 1:
Eliminates Cabal (from 25)Objective 2: Eliminates Cabal at close proximity (from 15)Objective 3: Eliminates some unloaded Cabal (out of 10)Anywhere in the game, and in any activity, you can complete above - as long as it is with Acrius weapons. Next you need to complete his Seal of Greatness, which you have completed the boss in the Raiders to Seal
the Emperor. Each one finish gives you Seal, and you need 10 in total. Following this is the last search step to complete the raid on Prestige's difficulties. Doing so will give you the Exotic Jewelry 'Emperor's Pleasure' for The Legend of Acrius. Here's a video by K1LL SW1TCH 64 showing it in action: As a recap, it's an Arc Exotic gun with the benefit of Shock
Explosion that delivers a healthy dose of Arc damage, and the last of the four Exotic weapons searches found in Destiny 2 - unless Bungie has hidden more to reveal in the days and weeks ahead. This is not the first Exotic weapon to be bound by the Raid's progress. In a resurgence of the second major expansion of Iron Destiny, Outbreak Prime featured a
range of measures involving completing the Raiders to unlock, and apparently Destiny 2 doing something similar. Locking up the Exotic weapons behind the final game activity is arguably a little unfair for players who cannot or don't want to play, but it also gives those interested in replaying the Raiders something better to unlock. Open.
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